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Reproduction Door Panels
We started making door panels out of antique iron pieces over twenty years ago. Over
the years we picked out some of our favourites and had a local foundry reproduce them
for us in cast aluminum, which is much lighter than cast iron and also much stronger.
The result is a beautiful door panel that can add both character and security either to an
existing door or to a custom made one.
Since they are cast in moulds, these panels are the same size as the originals; by
reframing them in steel and adding spacers and other details, and by varying the
dimensions of the materials used, we can expand the size to fit most openings. We
typically make these to be installed in two different ways: for doors with existing
windows it is easier to mount the iron on the outside of the door using brackets that
leave enough space between glass and iron to facilitate cleaning; for new doors, the
iron can be set right into the door, usually flush with the face of the door, with just a little
space between it and the glass. For easier glass cleaning, we also make a version on
hinges so that the iron can swing open all the way. If you are interested in this type of
treatment for your door, come in with the measurements and we’ll see how we can
make something fit. And remember, besides these aluminum panels there are many
other designs and possibilities to chose from.

TIP
When shopping for door panels, bring in
your measurements. In most cases we are
able to adjust the pieces you love to suit
your needs. This could mean adding a
wrought iron border to build out a door
panel. Many clients find it handy to bring a
photo of their house or front door to help
picture what our door grilles will look like
in place.

Notes
Sizing: Measurements given are for
basic panel, without framing. By
reframing the panels in steel and
adding spacers and other details,
we can expand the size to fit most
openings. (Many of the panels
shown here have already been
framed and extended).

Paris: 20” x 38 ½”,
cast aluminum

Metro: 22 ¾” x 38 ½”,
cast aluminum

Lafayette: 20 ¾” x 59”,
wrought iron

Mounting: Panels can be installed
in a number of ways depending on
whether you are using an existing
door or building a custom door
around the iron. Talk to us about
your options.
Pricing: Pricing varies with style,
finish, final size, mounting hardware,
etc., with finished panels generally
ranging from $750 to $1250.
Other Designs: In addition to our
reproduction line of aluminum
panels, we always have a large
number of original wrought and cast
iron panels to choose from.

Toulouse: 19” x 42 ½”,
cast aluminum

Iris: 19 ¼” x 38 ½”,
cast aluminum
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Versailles: 15” x 42”,
cast aluminum
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